Vaccination against Coronavirus according to Quantum Biophysical Semeiotics
by Sergio Stagnaro
Orthodox, traditional, academic West medicine mistakenly considers the human body just EnergyMatter, in oblivion of the triadic classification of Energy (Information Energy, Matter Energy and
Vibratory Energy), according to Paolo Manzelli.
In reality, Energy-Matter represents only a part of our body, while Energy-Information and
Vibratory Energy (ATP) make up the remaining billion.
In this regard, I recall the Marina Experiment, which clinically demonstrates the above referred
from a biological point of view (http://www.sisbq.org/uploads/5/6/8/7/5687930/wefbif_2014.pdf ).
It follows that, according to traditional medicine, which has proved incapable of stopping the
epidemics of CVD, T2DM, degenerative cerebropathies, osteoporosis, rheumopathies and cancer,
the definition of vaccination is necessarily "the administration of a vaccine both for prophylactic
purposes (vaccinoprophylaxis) and for the therapeutic purpose (vaccinotherapy) ", in accordance
with the dogma" Corpora non agunt nisi conjuncta ", in the oblivion of the Non-Local Reality,
demonstrated by me in biological systems (1).
According to Quantum Biophysics Semeiotics, there are two sides of the diagnostic-therapeutic
medal: one considers the potential, preclinical disease, terrain of Pre-Primary and Primary
Prevention and the other, politically and economically correct, the only known to Orthodox
Medicine, kingdom of screening, which studies the disease now underway, however initial it may
be. Vaccination, according to Quantum Medicine, cannot fall within the domain of Academic
Medicine.
To understand the following, the Reader must know both the Non-Local Reality present in
biological systems and tissues (Beta Lymphocytes) and the Psychokinetic Diagnostics, which made
vaccination against Covid-19 possible, according to Quantum Biophysics Semeiotics, and its
therapeutic monitoring (2-12).
The purpose of a vaccination is to protect the vaccinated against a defined disease, in our case
caused by Covid-19, by stimulating the synthesis of Ig-G in the vaccinated, as occurs in the patient
who has passed the infection.
Vaccination against Coronavirus, according to Quantum Biophysics Semeiotics, is made possible by
the progress made by Medicine in the last 65 years, unfortunately not known in countries, such as
Italy, where Medicine is servant of the economy.
The following describes the clinical method to carry out vaccination against an infectious disease,
the coronavirus, which, until 23 April 2020, caused the death of 25,000 Italians on a large scale.
With the Russian Ak-tom device (= Cem-tech), using program 2 (FIR-Mode), lasting one minute
(60 seconds), the Doctor takes the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the liver, including the local
B lymphocytes, entangled with all the others in the different locations, of a known subject,
recovered from the simple infection by coronavirus or from the full-blown disease, to which the
vaccinator thinks intensely during the maneuver, after having appropriately positioned the two
diodes: one above the skin projection of the his left lobe and the other above that of the right lobe of
the liver.

For the Non-Duality existing in biological systems, using the entanglement phenomenon at the
basis of Psychokinetic Diagnostics (1-12), the Doctor collects in the two diodes the information
necessary to carry out quantum vaccination.
After the minute of taking the information - derived from the oscillations of the Ig-G against the
coronavirus - the Doctor loads an Assirya card by simply connecting appropriate wires and using
the Ak-tom.
I proceeded to load the frequencies of the various components of the liver of a friend who overcame
the infection from SARS-Cov-2 in a Big-Mother Assirya Card, which emits Energy-Information at
infinite distance, according to my dated research conducted at the invitation of the producers,
evaluating the benefits obtained in 30 healthy people, Man 14, Female 16, aged between 10 and 80
years, many miles away from me. The increase in the synthesis of Ig-G was significant.
Basically I evaluated the Hepato-Gastric Aspecific Reflex between meals: Latency time = 8 sec. and
Duration <3 sec. - 4 sec.> ( 3s < D < 4s),
Immediately after sending the card's E-M radiation to vaccinates, the TL doubled, rising to 16 sec.,
With a duration of 4-5 sec.
The Spattini Sign (13) (crucial for the diagnosis of positive covid-19), sought after in the pharynx
and skeletal muscle was absent in the base, but present after vaccination: TL 7-8 sec. and Duration
4-7 sec.
The data of Clinical Microangiology are extremely interesting (14).
Basically and between meals, fluctuations in the peripheral hepatic heart showed an intensity of no
more than 1.5 cm. and duration of the diastole of 7 sec.
After vaccination, the intensity exceeded 2 cm. and the duration rose to 8 sec., as in subjects who
have overcome the infection with Coronavirus.
Obviously the serological tests, performed before and after the vaccination, corroborate the results
of my research.
Having a Big-Mother Assirya Card, suitably loaded as indicated above, has favorable social
implications. Placing a couple of these cards at the entrance of a factory, offices, schools, places
where people gather (for example, Churches) would effectively contribute to the fight against
coronavirus by requiring a limited expense.
Note!
I declare that there is no conflict of interest. My clinical research was conducted - as always - for
the sake of medicine without any personal economic benefit. Ak-Tom (Cem-Tech) producers &
sellers ignore this article before it is published.
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